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Complex image processing tasks such
as coding, restoration, or segmentation
of digital images cannot be efficiently
performed using linear signal process-
ing methods only. The success of
many nonlinear image processing
methods in a variety of important prac-
tical applications and several funda-
mental advances in the theory of non-
linear image and signal processing
have made nonlinear image processing
one of the most active fields in elec-
tronic imaging and signal processing.

In the last decade, these research
efforts have been quite successful. Not
only have new techniques emerged,
but also deep connections have been
found between the various nonlinear
image processing methods that have
grown from different origins. Our un-
derstanding of these methods has
evolved to the level where rigorous de-
sign procedures based on solid math-
ematical modeling of the target applica-
tion have become possible. The recent
advances in probabilistic optimization
and the ever increasing computing
power have made learning methods
one of the best tools for practical non-
linear filter design. This special section
reflects these general tendencies.

An exceptionally fruitful framework
in nonlinear image processing is math-
ematical morphology. It is a theory that
studies the decomposition of filters in
terms of more elementary filters, which
is particularly useful for the description
of shape transformations. Since its in-

troduction in the 1960s by Matheron
and Serra, mathematical morphology
has proved its power by solving hun-
dreds of image processing problems.

In the paper ‘‘Morphological parti-
tioning of multispectral images,’’ Soille
gives a new application of mathemati-
cal morphology for the segmentation of
colored or general multispectral im-
ages. A classical technique for the mor-
phological segmentation of images is
the filtering of the morphological gradi-
ent of the image and the computation
of its watershed. A critical point of this
procedure is the filtering of the gradi-
ent, which depends on markers for the
relevant objects of the image. Hence,
methods for the determination of mark-
ers become crucial for the performance
of the procedure. In the context of mul-
tispectral images, a new technique for
the computation of markers based on
morphological transformations of the
histogram of the image is proposed. In
the paper ‘‘Adaptive reconstructive
t-openings: convergence and the
steady-state distribution,’’ Chen and
Dougherty address the fundamental
problems of statistical modeling of im-
ages and morphological methods. Also
under the framework of mathematical
morphology, in the paper ‘‘Morphologi-
cal scale-space preserving transforms
in many dimensions,’’ Bangham et al.
propose a new morphological filter that
has many useful properties such as
preservation of scale-space causality.
Filters with this property are quite im-

portant, for example, in computer sys-
tems that perform pattern recognition
such as optical character recognition.

A fundamental problem in image
processing is the automatic design of
filters. This problem is usually formu-
lated in the context of statistical optimi-
zation. The search space is a family of
filters represented in a given decompo-
sition structure, and the goal is to find
the best filter of the family according to
some statistical measure of the behav-
ior of the filters. Once filters are pre-
sented on fixed decomposition struc-
tures, the optimization procedures
consist of finding the right parameters
in the decompositions. In many appli-
cations, families of morphological filters
are chosen as the search space over
which optimization is performed. In the
paper ‘‘Training-based optimization of
soft morphological filters,’’ Koivisto et
al. present techniques of optimal statis-
tical designing over the family of soft
morphological filters. They apply mod-
ern combinatorial optimization, simu-
lated annealing and genetic algorithms
for the search of optimal filters that per-
form particular image processing tasks.

In the paper ‘‘Efficient nonlinear
transform methods for image process-
ing,’’ Atourian et al. study filters created
by their decomposition in terms of lin-
ear combinations of stack filters. This
type of filter includes many useful fami-
lies of filters such as the threshold
Boolean filters and the L-filters. They
also present an efficient algorithm for
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finding optimal filter coefficients under
the mean square error criterion.

It would be ideal to optimize both
the filter and the decomposition used to
represent the optimal filter; that is, after
finding the optimal filter, its decomposi-
tion structure is changed until a struc-
ture that is well adapted for implemen-
tation in the available architecture is
reached. In the paper ‘‘Set operations
on closed intervals and their applica-
tions to the automatic programming of
morphological machines,’’ Barrera and
Salas partially address this problem
under the framework of mathematical
morphology. They propose a method
that transforms any representation of a
morphological filter into its canonical
form (i.e., a supremum of hit-miss
transformations). This method is ap-
plied for the optimization of the repre-
sentation of some filters and for an au-
tomatic proof of the equivalence
between representations of filters.

Nonlinear energy measures have
received much attention in recent
years, especially in speech processing
where so-called Tieger energy can be
used efficiently to extract many useful
properties of the speech signal. In the
paper ‘‘Nonlinear unsharp masking
methods for image contrast enhance-
ment,’’ Ramponi et al. show that Tieger
energy is also very useful in the pro-
cessing of images.

Multiresolution analysis is a very ac-
tive field of signal and image process-
ing as reflected by the vast recent lit-
erature, e.g., on wavelets, multirate
signal processing, and subband coding
techniques. Similar results appear in
nonlinear image processing as the
morphological opening and closing. In
the paper ‘‘Nonlinear multiresolution
decomposition with applications in im-
age restoration,’’ Anandakumar and
Kassam present a nonlinear multireso-
lution decomposition scheme based on
order statistic filters. They apply their
decomposition for the restoration of im-
ages and use nonlinear techniques for
attenuating the components created.
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